Hotel Santos Maydrit
Piragua, 1 • Madrid 28042
Tel. (+34) 911 969 200 • Fax (+34) 911 969 222
reservasmaydrit@h-santos.es · www.hotelmadridmaydrit.com · www.h-santos.es

Strategically perfectly located you can find the Hotel Maydrit between the Barajas airport and the IFEMA fairgrounds in
the northeastern part of Madrid. This district is a very busy commercial area of the capital. Our guests can easily reach the
hotel, fairgrounds or airport by shuttle.
The hotel opened in 2008 and is a very modern property which counts with 112 comfortable rooms, a variety of gastronomic
offers but also the possibility to relax in the garden or in the swimming pool.
In our conference rooms different types of events can take place and our team of professionals is happy to help you to
organize everything.
You can discover the beautiful city center of Madrid by taking the highway A2 and M40 or by catching the subway which
is only a couple of meters away from the hotel.
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Wake up service
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Cable TV

Amenities

Bathrobe and slippers

Pillow menu

Hair dryer
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Conference rooms

Exterior swimming pool

Wi-Fi internet access in all public areas

Garden

Adjusted zones for handicapped people

24 hours reception

Business center

Ironing express service

Café Alameda

Room service

Exchange of money

Concierge

Bar with terrace (during

Daily menu

Laundry service

Safety box
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Group menu

Relaxing area

Daily press

Fair and airport shuttle

Parking
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Our
conference
rooms
are
provided with a high level of
modern technology and have
natural daylight. Our professional
team will be happy to help you to
set up a successful event.

